NEW YORK COURTS HIT LOAN SHARKS

Extortioners, Fighting All the Way, Are Held Under Usury Statutes.

RUSSEL SAGE FUND HELPS

Two Brokers Held Under Statute Here as Penalties, but Defensive Legislation Is Ready Needed.

SEATTLE MAN MOTORS FAR

An Autobahn Our Man Arope Across Continental in 15 Days.

SPANISH STOPS ALL GAMING

Even Most Anti-Castro Clubs Hit by Seizure of all Gambling.

PERSONAL MENION.


NEW STATE ASYLUM HOSPITAL TO BE ONE OF BEST INSTRUCTED INSTITUTIONS IN UNITED STATES.

RELIGIOUS CONVENTION TO DRAW MEN OF NOTE

World's Christian Convention to Be Held in Portland Next Year Will Be Largest of Kind Ever Owncend.

Kansas Opposes Duplicate Franchises

The Kansas Public Utility Commission on February 5th of this year reaffirmed the rulings of the New York, Wisconsin and Massachusetts Commissions regarding duplication of investment in public utilities. It was in the city of Parsons, where an application had been made for an electric light franchise by a new company. The Kansas authorities stated, in their opinion:

"The whole controversy in Parsons seems to be one over rates. From the showing made, it does not appear that public convenience would be promoted by permitting another light and power company to engage in business in Parsons."

"It is therefore ordered that the application be denied."

In other words, the Commission took the broad ground that a duplication of investment acted as a preventive to effective and efficient regulation of rates.

PLUMBING SUPPLIES OF QUALITY
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White Enamel
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Refined

Golden Oak

$10.40

J. Simon & Bro.

Get Off Car Grant

South on 3d

Great and Front Streets

NICK HEISER

Distributor

Corner First and Morrison Streets, Portland, Oregon.

They'll Soon Love it in Portland as They Now Love it in Omaha and Scores of Other Western Cities.
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